Abstracr-Layered neural networks are used in a nonlinear self-toning adaptive control problem. The plant is an unknown feedback-hearimble discrete-time system, q " t e d
identikation and control problems have been reported in [6].
The idea of applying multilayer neural networks to adap- . The control algorithm, the modified updating rule, and a convergence theorem are given in Section III.
The control scheme and the convergence result presented in this paper are applicable to nonlinear discrete-time systems with a general relative degree. For a system with a relative degree higher than one, the cancellation control cannot be dehed explicitly because of a causality problem, i.e., current controls depend on future outputs. A similar problem appears in the linear case and has been discussed in [15] and [16] .
In Section II, we generalize the results of [15] and [16] to the nonlinear case. We also define the zero dynamics and the minimum phase property of a nonlinear system. Minimum phase is one of the conditions of our convergence theorem.
Finally, simulation results are given in Section IV.
n. LINEARJZING FEEDBACK CONTROL
We are interested in the single-inpdsingle-output nonlinear discrete-time system where fo and go are smooth (i.e., infinitely differentiable) functions of m 5 n, y is the output, U is the input, d is the relative degree of the system, and go is bounded away from zero. The arguments of fo and go are real variables.
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There are two difficulties when we try to linearize system (2) via feedback. First, the control law cannot simply be with r(k) being the reference command, because this control is noncausal when d > 1. Second, since fo and go depend on past inputs, the system may become internally unstable after the feedback control, if it exists, cancels the plant dynamics. These two issues are weIl known for linear discrete-time systems [15] , [16] . The purpose of this section is to resolve these difficulties for the nonlinear system (2).
To define the zero dynamics and to facilitate developing the conve ence proof, the inpudoutput form (2) of the system is as the current output and all past inputs and outputs up to the most delayed input or output on the right-hand side of (2) , i.e., conve f ed into a state-space form. We select the state variables Let x(k) be the state vector. A state-space model of (2) is constructed accordingly as zi(k+l)=zi+l(k), for i = 1 , 2 , -. . , n -l
When d = 1, the second equation of (3) is
Hence, the input-output map of the system can be linearized by a causal state feedback control that cancels the nonlinearity.
When d > 1, we need to do more work to be able to cancel the nonlinearity by a causal state feedback control. The trick is to represent future plant outputs in terms of elements of x(k).
Notice that zn(k + 1) = 2/k+l. Then
Replacing x(k + 1) in (4) by the right-hand side of (3), we have'
By applying the same technique recursively, one gets
'Notice that fo and go depend only on 21 to % ,
Therefore, substitution the argument of fo and go. The
of x ( k + 1) from (3) does not bring Uk new functions f i and g1 depend on 11 to 1,+,+1.
Consider the state transformation z(k) = It can be shown that the inverse of (3, i.e., x = T-l(z), exists provided go(x), gl(x), , gd-z(x) are bounded away from a m over the domain of interest. After application of the transformation (S), (3) becomes
(6) when d = 1, the state vector z does not contain the components zli for i > n, and the state equation in the z coordinates takes the form (6) except that zzm(k + 1) = Uk. To deal with the cases d = 1 and d > 1 simultaneously we rewrite (6) as
where Uk-d+l = Uk when d = 1, while for d > 1 we have
The feedback control
linearizes the input-output map of the system and r(k) appears as desired output d steps later. This transformation procedure is illustrated by the following example. The two functions f1 and g 1 depend on past inputs and outputs; thus, the control Uk can be defined in terms of f~ and 9 1 . U Following Monaco and Norman-Cyrot [ 171, the zero , dynamics are defined as the unobservable dynamics when the control (9) is used, namely
Since the dynamics associated with z l i , for i = 1, -. , n -1 , ~t e always stable, we define the system to be mini" phase if (13) has an asymptotically stable equilibrium point C = [c,c, ,cl'. Equation (12) defines the internal dynamics of the system when the reference command r(k) and the plant output yk are constrained to be identically zero. Since zli, for i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n + d -1 are either forward or backward shifts of ark, constraining gk to be identically zero implies that zli = 0, for i = 1,2, , n + d -1 and the closed-loop equation reduces to (13) . Note that (13) Rewrite the plant in an input-output form as
Recall from (
Plant (18) is modeled by the neural network
The functions fd-1 (-, .) and are three-layer neural networks with p and q hidden neurons, respectively, then they can be expressed as (20) and (21) has to be continuous, bounded, nonconstant, and monotonically increasing. We require, in addition, that H be differentiable. The differentiability of H is needed in our updating rule and convergence analysis. Throughout this research, we have used the hyperbolic tangent function in computer simulations, but other functions having the foregoing properties couId be used. vx E s.
This assumption is justified by the approximation results of 191- [12] . In our work we assume that the structure of the network and the number of neurons have been already specified, and (22) holds for the plant under consideration, but we do not assume that we know the weights w and v for which (22) is satisfied. Let w(k) and v(k) denote the estimates of w and v at time k. Then the control uk can be defined as the following.
Control Law:
where r(k) is the reference command. The control U & is applied to both the plant and the neural network model. The network weights are updated according to the error between the plant and model outputs. To better define the error, rewrite (18) and (19) as
(24) and
The estimated plant output is
The error e;+1 is defined as
which will be used in the weight updating rule to be described next. The variable is the output of a multilayer neural network. Hence, the Jacobian matrix Jk-d+l can be calculated using the routines of the backpropagation algorithm [5] . We were able to prove an asymptotic regulation result, under some restrictive assumptions, like assuming that the nonlinearty fd-1 vanishes at the origin and that fd-1 and gd-1 can be modeled perfectly by neural networks, that is, 6 = 0 in (22). As we tried to relax these restrictions and work on the tracking problem, it became clear that the learning rule (28) would be inadequate.
The source of the problem is partly from model uncertainties in the stability analysis. Related problems have been extensively studied in the literature on robust adaptive control [ 181, where a number of modifications of the simple gradient algorithm have been proposed to cope with robustness problems. We are going to employ a dead-zone algorithm for updating the weights which has been adapted from [14] . At each time step, if the error between the plant output and the model output is larger than a certain threshold, the weights are updated. Otherwise, the weights are not changed. To implement this, the error e;+, defined in (27) is applied as input to a dead-zone function D(e), defined by
(" e + d o if e < -& .
The output of the dead-zone function is used in the updating rule.
Updating Rule:
Define the parameter error as 7"heoremI: Suppose Ir(k)l 5 dl for all k 2 0. Given any constant p > 0 and any small constant do > 0, there exist positive constants p1 = p1(p, dl), p 2 = p2(p, dl), E* = ~* ( p , do, dl), and 6* = S*(p, do, dl) such that if Assumptions 1 and 3 are satisfied on 5 ' II B,, with E < E*, Assumption 2 is satisfied on Bpa, I~( 0 ) l 5 p, and le(0)I I 6 < 6*, then will be monotonically nonincreasing, and IQ (k + will converge to zero.
2) The tracking error between the plant output and the reference command will converge to a ball of radius do centered at the origin. Pro08
Step I : The dynamics associated with zl [see ( The last equation can be rewritten as
Plugging Uk into (331, we have Step 2: Consider the set where the positive constants p 1 and p2 will be chosen as we go along. To start with, we choose them to ensure that, for all Ix(0)I 5 p, the initial vector e(0) will be in the interior of
it is clear that for all e in I,, the vector x belongs to a ball B,, , where p1 depends on p l , p2, dl and )Cl. We assume that Assumptions 1 and 3 hold on a compact set S containing BPI.
Consider also the set Our goal in this step is to show that as long as e(k) remains in Ie, the set Ie will be a positively invariant set, provided <and 6 are sufficiently small. Toward that end, suppose that O ( k ) belongs to 10. The input-output form of the system is
The error between the neural network output and the plant output is
Since x(k) is bounded, there exist c3 and q (depending on 1-11 and 112) such that
Assume that 6 and E are small enough such that in (29) ). Using the definition of the dead-zone function (29), we can easily verify the following claims:
where 0 5 a ( k ) < 1. Substituting (46) into the updating rule (30), we obtain Subtracting 0 from both sides of (47), it becomes
which shows that Ie is positively invariant. For all e E I, there exist constants c5 and CG (depending on pi and p2) Such that
The matrix A is a stability matrix since all its eigenvalues are at the origin. Hence, given any symmetric Q > 0,3 a symmetric P > 0 such that A'PA -P = -Q. Consider the quadratic function Vl(el(k)) = ei(k)Pel(k). Then
The R.H.S. will be negative Step 4: The dynamics associated with e 2 are e2i(k+ 1) =e2,;+1(k), for i = 1,2,... , m -1
After some manipulation similar to previous steps, we can show that as long as e(k) belongs to I, We ~e e that e(k) remains in le for all k 2 0. Hence, our concfusions so far are indeed valid for all k 2 0. ' 197 Step 6: Since (50) is valid for all k 2 0, we conclude that Another related point to be shown is that, since implication of this result is that the uniform boundedness of e(k) will ensure uniform boundedness of u k .
Step 7 : Finally, we show that the plant output will eventually track the reference command with an error less than do. -0 as k -00
Recall that while the control U k is generated from Iv. SIMULNION The simulation is divided into three parts. Part I shows how the dead-zone size do is related to the modeling error E and the initial parameter error 6(0). Part II emphasizes that our result is nonlocal in the initial state of the plant. In Part III, the neural network is used to control a relative-degree-two system.
The simulation programs are written in Microsoft C and run on an IBM PC compatible machine.
Part I: The result of Theorem 1 is local in the sense that if the initial parameter error 6 (0) and the modeling error E are small enough (both depending on the size of do), then the tracking error will converge to a ball of radius do. Here we want to demonstrate through simulation that this local convergence theorem is not a conservative result.
The system is modeled by
where f is the output of a neural network and g is a scalar.
Our goal is to control the plant to track a reference command. The network .f contains two nonhear hidden layers, with four nonlinear neurons in each hidden layer. In practice, the modeling error E is determined network is determined. To find out the modeling error, we have the neural network model 
This shows that convergence in this example is local, with the allowable size of A clearly depending on the size of the dead zone (i.e., 4).
Although the convergence is checked only 6O00 time steps after the control is implemented, this does not affect the accuracy of (62). Once it was tested with A = 0.136
and do a little less than 0.130 (for example do = 0.129),
we found the error did not converge even when the control system is run up to 1OOOOO time steps. Equations (44) and (45) in the proof of Theorem 1 say that the following condition has to be satisfied
For this example, we want to see (63) hold and to determine a possible value of q. Substituting the values of (62) Fig. 1 shows the plant outputs for the first 100 time steps. For all of the three initial conditions, the tracking errors are observed to converge to the dead zone after 6OOO time steps.
There are two remarks concerning the results of Part I and Part II.
Remark 1: Although a suitable dead-zone size is needed to guarantee the convergence of the tracking error to the dead zone, without using dead zone we may achieve better results in terms of how close the plant output is to the reference command. To illustrate this point, set A = 0.30 and 4 = 0 and rerun the simulation in Part I. Fig. 2 shows that, after 6OOO time steps, only small error exists between the reference command and the plant output. The parameters, however, do not convergt. Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the typical weight w11 in f. Taking into consideration that in Part I the network weights are checked 14 digits below the decimal point for convergence, the weight fluct~atio~ in Fig. 3 should be considered very large. We artificially construct the following situation: the bias weights in the neural network are eliminated so that f becomes unable to model a nonlinear function which does not vanish at the origin. The plant contains a cos term; thus, it can not be properly modeled by the neural network around the origin. The neural network is pretrained for loo0 time steps. Fig. 4 shows the simulation result when no dead zone is used. The initial condition of the plant is (yo, y-1) = (-1.5, -1.5). After some initial transient, the plant output is brought toward zero. The plant output, however, bursts into wild oscillations every time it comes close to zero. This is because the neural network controller can not provide correct cancellation control around zero plant output. To cope with this situation, a dead zone of size do > 0 is specified in the updating rule. Fig. 5 shows the result when do = 0.09. After some fast initial transient, the plant output is observed to gradually decay toward the origin and finally stay at 0.09. It is interesting to turn to Fig. 6 to look at the behavior of a randomly chosen weight in the ne& network model. When 4 = 0.09 is specified, the weight converges to a constant. Fig. 6 also shows that the same weight moves around without settling to any point when 6 = 0, i.e., when no dead zone is used. PurtZZZ: In this part we are going to apply the neural network to control a pendulum, which is a relative-degreetwo system. Suppose that the equation of motion of the pendulum is (66) Let T denote the sampling period. Equation (66) is discretized (using Euler's Rule) as
To define the control, the same transformation as described in Sation 11 is performed
which is modeled by The plant output, shown in Fig. 7 , converges toward the dead zone quickly after the control process starts. The behavior of a randomly chosen weight in the neural network is shown in Fig. 8 . The weight converges after some initial quick changes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The use of neuralnetworks in control has drawn much interest in the control community in the past few years. In this work we presented an analytical study of the use of multilayer neural networks in the control of a class of nonlinear discretetime systems with relative degree possibly higher than one. The convergence result of this paper is local with respect to the initial paramem but nodocal with respect to the initial states of the plant. This feature of the result distinguishes it from a simple local result that could have been obtained by Taylor linearization about an equilibrium point and a set of nominal parameters. The fact that the initial states of the plant are allowed to belong to any compact set required a carem Lyapunov-type analysis of the closed-loop system. On the other hand, having a local result with respect to the initial parameters is not the best that one would have hoped for. In the lack of analytical results in the ma, however, the result we obtained here is definitely a welcome conceptual contribution. The result, actually, is a little bit more than a conceptual one.
The need to start from initial parameters suflicienfly close to the exact ones can be addressed by pretraining. In all our simulations, the neural network used to model an unknown nonlinearity has gone through intensive &-line t*lining using the backpropagation algorithm. This off-line training provided a good starting point when the network was used in online adaptive control. The idea of performing off-line training &fkitely has some merits, especially when such b.aining is performed on a prototype sample of the system. When the network is then U& in an on-be adaptive control system, it may not provide an acceptable model of the actual nonlinearity of the system, but it could p v i & a m-1 that is good enough for the initial parameters to be within their domain of attraction.
Our analytical study has also pointed out ithe need to incorporate a &ad-zone nonlinearity to account for modeling errors between the actual nonlinearity and its neural network model. We have demonstrated via simulations the crucial role played by the dead-zone nonlinearity.
The convergence result we obtained in Theorem 1 is stated in a generic farm that could be applied to many nonhear pa"e$e&ation schemes, provided the stated assumptions are satisfied. In particular, any function approximator that would satisfy Assumption 3 with arbitrarily small E would be a scheme to which we could apply Theorem 1. The link between our work and multilayer neural networks comes at three points. First, we used the well-known results on the use of the multilayer neural network as a universal function approximator to justify Assumption 3. Second, ow updating d e requires the calculation of a Jacobian matrix which can be calculated using the routines of the backpropagation algorithm. This is particularly important because those routines have the advantage that when the number of neuron layers is fixed (in practice, less than four layers are used), the computation time of the. Jacobian is independent of the network complexity (that is, the number of neurons used in each layer which increases with the complexity of the approximated function), provided appropriate parallel computing hardware is available. Third, all our simulations have been for the case of multilayer neural networks.
The fact that Theorem 1 is stated in a generic form that i s not limited to multilayer neural networks is a good feature and a bad feature at the same time. It is good because our analysis could be useful in other situations. But, it is bad because the analysis does not take advantage of properties that might be unique to multilayer neural networks. It is not clear at this time what could be such properties or how could they be used to obtain sharper results.
